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About This Game

DISCOVER THE FIRST CROWD-DEVELOPED GAME

The Best Of MagiCats is the first 2D Platformer made by its own community. Discover 100 outstanding levels made by
brilliant creators all over the world. Some are incredibly tricky, others are funny, and all of them have a fascinating story behind

them. Discover how great a game can be, when the whole world chips in to make it!

AWARD WINNING Game: "Best Video Game" award at M.A.G.I.C. by Shibuya Productions.

Play as a brave MagiCat to save the MagiCat Kingdom!

Evil rats invaded your country. Lands were plundered… and there are no fish left to eat. What a tragedy! Fight against the rats’
army, defeat the mysterious and epic boss, and behold the awesome power… of the cat!

Key Features:

 FOR THE FIRST TIME, a game will share 50% of its revenue with its creative community as part of our ‘Fair Game’
initiative

 100 AWESOME LEVELS: the craziest and the most original playing experience you can imagine
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 EPIC BOSS FIGHTS: face off against the 7 generals of rats’ army in various battle modes

 EXCLUSIVE SKINS: change your outfit, hat and weapon to make your cat unique!

 Beautiful hand-drawn 2D environments

A Fair Game Initiative
Fair Game means that half of the game’s revenue will be shared between the 100 level builders for their outstanding creations.

When purchasing this game, you are supporting a young but promising initiative dedicated to boost creativity and talent all over the
world.
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Title: The Best Of MagiCats
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Dreamz Studio
Publisher:
Dreamz Studio
Release Date: 22 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 64 bits

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000-5000 series (game in 720p)

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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My kind of game with fun characters and good colors. I like this sort of game and this not dissapoint me. Fun to test skills on
how many stars to get. VIP customers were bit annoying because I was never sure how to tell them from regular customer! Some
times clicking on tables or customers was also difficult because it just would not work, so controls were not perfect. But still I
very much like the game!. Interesting game, funny simulator.

It is my very first agricultural sim, so I bought it without greater expectations. Just found it with mayor dicsount (85% off), so I
thought...hey, why not giving a try.

Game is localized in the major languages from start, but you could change game language and other aspects of the game in the
settings. After checking video, sound and certainly keyboard settings, it's up to the new farmer to decide weather to start a
carreer mode or invest your time and money in your very own (simulated) first farm.

I've choosen carreer mode, which also offers a little tutorial for the first tasks like plowing and sowing by tractor. After some
paid missions, you are pointed toward white boards for new jobs. Some of them do only ask for work, others (higher paid) ask
you to bring your owned or hired equipment to do the job. On the map you'll find several stations for jobs, other farms,
equipment dealers, motel for recreation, which you could reach with your little starting truck.

Graphics is nice, anyhow you should accept it is a new title just starting to grow into business. Agree with some bad reviews
about graphic glitches, but would not mind them too much, as it simply needs some polishing by devs or probably better drivers.
So far I didn't encounter any major bug, but would like to see some enhancement of the engine/system like car horns on tractors
aso. Some interaction with trees or fences seems a bit clunky too, but it's acceptable on this early stage for me.

Multiplayer is announced later, so far I didn't miss it. Other titles like farming simulater seem to offer it. Would be fun to
explore this feater later with some friends.

Real Farm is nice, working without bad habits, but would need some more development. Devs seem to take care about patches
and future enhancements. Also response on game forum is fast and helpful. Can't join the 'negative' reviews...probably because I
do not own other simulators of this genre.

Major plus over competitors from my view is Linux support.. This game is hard to load and doesn't like to work at all. Menu
start up is difficult to see. I do like the graphics. Beautiful. However, in order to have a good game, the gameplay needs a LOT
of work. Controls are janky and unbareable. I can understand it's hard to create a game, but if this doesn't see some MAJOR
work with the controls, I don't think I can play this. The start up also NEEDS to be fixed. I would like to see how this game
develops if it can get proper working controls, better start up and a better menu. If this gets done, I'll be happy to play it. <3. A
great MOBA-like 3rd Person Shooter. If you have the patience to master it, it's very rewarding. The regular playerbase consists
of about 20-odd people with about 10-12 on at least 3-4 times per week in a single server. There are 3 servers up and running
and, some days, 2 of those are almost full.

For the few dollars it costs, it's definitely worth a go, though be prepared to die a lot early on and practice to get better, most of
us still playing have been playing for years. But fire away any questions and you'll find the community is a great one; very
friendly.
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Oh, and games usually run at least a couple times a week from about 6am until 12pm AEDT (Australian Eastern Daylight Time,
GMT 11+) or about 11am until 5pm PST (Pacific Standard Time, GMT -8) or 7pm until 1am GMT (Greenwich Mean Time).

Cheers all, hope to see you on the battlefield!. Probably one of the prettiest and aesthetically pleasing games I've played in
awhile; It's so unique and likable. Unfortunately it only lasted me about 3 hours, even with ample amounts of time just dicking
around with the physics and lighting. Totally worth 10 bucks for me, maybe not for you.. I have this and Beat Saber (which I am
going to compare it to); they are two great rhythm games in their own right. With Audioshield, I can use my entire music
library, no fuss, no muss. Audioshield lets me play any song on my computer quick and easily, and it's definitely one of the
rhythm games which will give you the best workout. No, it doesn't have the precision of Beat Saber because Beat Saber uses
precision mapping... but, your selection of songs with Beat Saber is severely hampered because of that.

I think of Audioshield had the option of creating beat maps like most other rhythm games, it would definitely be one of the best
audio games, but even without that... it's still a good game.

It really isn't a comparison, because the two games offer completely different experiences.. Fantastic mod for a very little
known front in the war, the smallest details are perfectly done for such a small modding team they did an excellent job feels like
a paid DLC. Pretty fun but the game its dead.. it'd be a nice game

if it gave you ANY tutorial on how to fly the thing

considering theres a thousand controls. best game .. better than league3
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Nice game, Reminds me of my childhood. might be a fun game i don't know because when i started the game everything was
black exept the things you would place it yourself if anybody knows a fix for this weird glitch tell me pls. Now came out 2.0
version.
it's really cool for making pixel art games.. Ok i am working on a manga in unreal engine but i tried this app for concept art this
is amazing alot of things to do poses are keen it is best software for anyone who have a string story or who want to make their
own manga only thing lack in these softwares are low amount of stuff
1. no custom chatacter probably if i want to make a manga i want full control over my character but for best if devs can
somehow make VROID studio compatable with this one i believe this will become standalone software because i can make my
custom character in VROID (i am a 3d sculpting artist i can sculpt characters at my own but its for non artist people) i can make
expressions custom controllers.
2. Masking i wanted to make a scene where 2 girls are sitting on different benches but i was unable to hide the legs of other girl
may be theri si masking availabe i haven't tried ???
3. Backround downloading- i believe whenever i need assets i have to wait to complete download make sure downloading
process should be a BG process so i can save my time and do some other stuff
4. Custom Import - i can see i can only import png i wanted to import my won character this will be little bit for experienced we
dont want you to make character exportable but atleast make a inapp rigg so we can rig our character in software and can use all
the premade animations and expressions on our custom character

but overall i can say software is bug free which is the most reason i like it alot devs are not making excuss of bugs (early access
thing) i hope to see alot of new features ofcourse devs can also increase the price of software if they will add any feature i
mention above an i will loev to purchase it at high cost too if i will get all the desired features i believe everyone want the same
thankyou.. Similar to Bomber Man. Not as good. Every game I played had toxic people. Honestly wouldn't recommend it to
anyone.. I loved this so much xD
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